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“The	Game	of	Modern	Politics!”	

“the Game of Modern Politics!”
humorous drawing 
and Caricatures in the  
first republic
The First portuguese republic conveyed 
an outburst in the practice of social and 
political humour. The phenomenon was 
stimulated by the revues, the comedy of 
manners, but above all by the press and by 
humorous caricatures, which consequent-
ly met up a new impetus.
The political situation of permanent insta-
bility and partisan confrontation, amplified 
by economic crisis, provided the best ma-
terial for a humorous design with differ-
ent aesthetic, where the simple and direct 
trace, sometimes also rude, coexisted with 
the trait of most avant-garde first mani-
festations of Artistic modernism in portu-
gal. Afonso costa, brito camacho, António 
José de Almeida, bernardino machado, 
and in the 20s, António maria da silva, are 
obviously the most targeted citizens, due 
to their role in the “game of modern poli-
tics”.
Although most caricaturists were in fa-
vour of republic, the new regime also 
brought greater editorial diversity, with 
the fiercely antitalassas publications such 
as O moscardo and O Zé (descendant of  
O Xuão), that coexisted, not always peace-
fully, with the pro-realist publications, and 
O papagaio real and O Thalassa are good 
examples of this.
new titles emerged in newspapers: most 
ephemeral, others lasting a few more time 
with promises of free speech proclaimed 
by the republicans. With them, a new gen-
eration of designers and cartoonists who 
have uncovered themselves in comic pa-
pers which mainly appeared in Lisbon and 
Oporto have come into sight too, such as 
Almada negreiros, Jorge barradas, em-
mérico nunes, stuart carvalhais, bernar-
do marques, cristiano cruz, correia Dias, 
Luís Filipe, sanches de castro, rocha Viei-
ra, Alfredo cândido, among others. They 
form the portuguese Humorists Group 
(1911), and have exposed their works in 
salons in the capital, in 1912, 1913 and, 
later, in 1920. in Oporto, this is also pow-
ered by Humorists and modernists Halls 
(1915), Fantasistas (1916), or simply by 
modernists (1916 and 1919).
The exhibition presented here is an excel-
lent opportunity, throughout humorous 
drawing and the political and social carica-
tures published in print by the major por-
tuguese “humorists” of the time, immerse 
forth in “The modern Game of politics!” of 
the First portuguese republic, and, there-
fore, learn about the virtues and the defects 
of the new regime.
Again, recourse is solely and exclusively 
due to the important municipal collections, 
showing up even a few original pieces of 
Hemeroteca municipal de Lisboa and from 
bordalo pinheiro museum. Thus, Lisbon 
city council shows the residents their rich 
heritage, by making it public and by pro-
moting it for a wider audience, not just for 
researchers.

humorists exhibition 
has opened in the Literary Guild

The hall humorists has opened in the Literary 
Guild, three rooms that lie to a large balcony 
where one can rest unwind in the middle of 
the visit, because the clustering of works is 
huge and the visitor may become tires due to 
the half light of the rooms.
Along with cartoonists, known for their 
works in newspaper as manuel Gustavo, 
Francisco Valencia, Alfredo Joaquim Guer-
reiro and candido, there are others who 
appear to show the trends for various gen-
res, some even for specialties such as mr. me-
nezes Ferreira, dealing gracely with milita-
ry matters and such as mr.Jorge barradas, 
still very young, who, by attributing figures 
a little national appearance, shows, however, 
humour through the light colours and exe-
cution. santos silva (Alonso) presents two 
original cartoons and caricatures and candi-
do silva portraits charges of men in sport.
in this exhibition there are some caricatures 
in clay, mr. nunes ribeiro, which represent 
interesting men in streets, as well as some 
statues from mr. Faria e maya, which shoe 
line and art.
Other exhibitors like messrs. emeric nunes, 
cristiano cruz, Almada negreiros, sanches 
de castro and Hugo sarmento have original 
works and it is also worth mentioning some of 
the caricatures of artists signed by Amarelhe.

in: ilustração portuguesa. Lisboa, no. 326 (20 June 
1912), p. 647-648.

about humorism

At first, humour did not exist (…). One day 
- today - Art has come at last to a forthright 
simplicity. it has undressed all the false 
trappings that centuries had gone by 
superimposing on their gorgeous nakedness 
and it does not seek to deceive with big 

gestures any more, but with convincing 
reasoning. it has reduced life to clear and 
positive equations, and when Art, solemn 
professed by priests and scholars, reached 
this goal, it has found, waiting quietly and 
looking with a smile, Humour. Humour that 
had always been considered as an irreverent 
lad was revealed to be the one who had 
always led the torch of truth, which many 
had taken by a carnival lantern.

  * * *
(…) no. Humorists no longer want to be 
good humorists. it would belittle the scope of 
the art they profess and that at the present 
time is sure to squash the other one – the 
Great Art – or, at least bring it to inferior 
and subordinates proportions (...) That who, 
by using the pen, the brush or the pencil 
fights against noble customs, autonomously 
of race prejudices, individual vices, or 
secular traditions of snobbery, will be called 
a morista. (...)
  



* * *
Humorists have established themselves over 
time to the spirit of intelligent assemblies. 
They have this more merit. (...) They opened 
the door that separates, in the wonderful 
lines of Anthero (de Quental), the twin 
sisters, who live, without having ever being 
seen, in every human heart, and today a true 
humorist is the one whose work  makes you 
smile or laugh at first look but also makes 
you think in the next instant (…).

  * * *
(…) The art of a true humorist should be 
originated from analysis and finalised in 
synthesis. From the case it observes, it should 
always come to a conclusion and all the 
processes involved should exist to highlight 
this conclusion - which must be plain and 
clear. Among us, my friends, who ask me for 
a preface to your book, i feel – but do not know 
who to write – the public that you address to, 
is more than any other, of good faith. it does 
not deserve to be deceived. (...)

andré brun – “a propósito de humorismo”, in salão 
dos humoristas portugueses, catálogo da segunda  
exposição de caricaturas, Lisboa, 1913, pp. 7-10.

the 3rd exhibition of the 
portuguese humorists group
in the hall of s. carlos Theatre it was recen-
tly inaugurated the 3rd exhibition of the por-
tuguese Humorists Group. portuguese and 
spanish are competing and the public has an 
opportunity of admiring hundreds of curious 
and well worthy of consideration works.
Our spanish neighbours in competition are: 
Lorenzo Aguirre, pedro Antequera Aspiri, 
António barbero bartolozzi, bujados, Hoyo 
d’ Hoy, echéa, Juan José, K-Hito (ricardo 
Garcia), Larraga, manchon, Ochoa, rubio, 
Tito (exoristo salmerou) and Vazques Diaz.  
Ours are the following names: Armando de 
basto, stuart de carvalhaes, castañé, eme-
rico nunes, Xavier rebelo, Antonio soares, 
ruy Vaz, ernesto do canto, norberto cor-
reia, Arnaldo ressano, balha e melo, Jorge 
barradas, blatte, Leal da camara, Alfredo 
candido, Francisco de castro, Hipolito co-
lomb, cristiano cruz, rocha espanca, Albert 
Jourdain, Loureiro marques, menezes Fer-

reira, ramos ribeiro, rocha Vieira, sanches 
de castro, Jimny savin, Teles machado and 
the sculptor Viriato silva. Generously con-
curred, this exhibition is in all respects quite 
original and curious.

in: ilustração portuguesa. Lisboa, no. 752 (19 July 
1920), p. 41-42.
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